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About This Game

History:
The game takes place in 2215. Mankind is exploring the solar system and new big cities on Mars. Terra-formation of Venus is in

process.
Suddenly terrible news has come from the outskirts of the solar system: our civilization was attacked by the alien armies. A

terrible war begins, humanity is surrounded, enemy space ships press the earth's army.
The mankind is forced to be mobilized. During the war it becomes clear that enemy troops completely consist of robots.

Scientists work day and night, studying enemy trophies and create army of robot spaceships. In order to compensate lag in
technologies, terrestrial ships are constructed with use of alien technologies.

Days pass, and it becomes more and more clear that the war will be lost. Besides, aliens begin to use their special equipment that
create noise and prevent controlling the terrestrial robot army. As the last hope people decide to use the invention of professor

Likhtenshtarts: the cybernetic intelligent module allowing to copy human consciousness inside it. Such module will allow to
create the autonomous robot-ship-soldier. As a source for copying of consciousness to the intelligent module, the most skilled

and successful military of the last time - sergeant Gregor Golovkoff is used.
Secret operation is performed. And the module in a body of the best robot-ship is sent to the space base of newcomers near the

satellite of Saturn where main enemy forces are concentrated...
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Cannot recommend this game. Nothing fun here for me.. If You Enjoy really fast-paced games, YOU NEED THIS. Wish There
was a multiplayer vs mode tho.
. I have had this game in my steam library for a while now. It was one of my favorite games that I used to play. But I could never
get the Steam version to run. But today I came across a post by cyanic and he has made a patch to get this game to work. It was
nothing less than awesome to get to play this game again. So thanks go out to cyanic for his help to Echelon gamers in the Steam
Community. This game is just as good as I remember. The controls are unique and once you get used to them, very effective.
Yes the graphics show a little age and the models a little dated as far as textures go. But some of the ships were and still are
awesome looking ship designs. If this game could be modded with updated graphics.Maybe more detailed models or just a
modern revamp of the whole game.I think it would be an instant success. With this game still being great and with the fact that
you can now get the Steam version to play by running the patch that cyanic created. I couldn't imagine it not being in my
collection. As of this review its only $3.99, Thats nice deal for a classic game.

Be warned your going to have to run the patch to get the game to run. If your not comfortable doing this I suggest you pass on
buying the game.. The dinosaurs seem to follow predefined animations. Everything felt really confined. I had hoped to explore
large environments but instead felt like I was boxed into fellowing predefined pathways. I really had high hopes that this would
be a great experience. The price seems way to high for what it is.. Much more stable framerate than the prior version.
Streamlined game overall. No sound on systems using X-Fi EMU20K1 chip w/ recent (2014) drivers. Unhelpful support from
Extend.. I played this game for hours (including the other hero rise games) 10/10. Best Australian football management game
i've ever played. Play your style of football, plenty of strategy options. What positions do you put your players in to get the best
out of them? How shouold you train them? What players to resign, who to trade, who to draft? This game makes you think, it is
quite addictive. Plenty of room to grow and a very responsive developer.

I enjoyed it. theonlinegm.com
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I hate to give this a thumbs down but its not worth 12 bucks i heasitated and bought it on sell and i'm glade i did. These type of
games was all i use to play thats why its so sad. The thinking to this game is what bought it down. Here we go, enemies run
behind the scene was an old complaint and they dare do it here that was the first strike, characters are ugly and very unapealing
2. the costumes not even worth a laugh 3. upgrades are not worth it and expensive 4, animation was too little and/or just ok 5 no
reason to go on they should have thought it through. Main stream gamers are the largest community of gaming industry so with
all the unfunny lame goofy stuff they did they missed the biggest money community in gaming. Goofyness rarely do well in
gameing 99 vides should have made it a lot more 18 then anything. Well guess i should mention the combat I guess. The punch
to kick combos are ok but you have to buy them. The enemies get stronger but your character stays the same. You'll find
yourself spaming the same move in later stages just to get through the stage o well 5 out of 10. action fighter fans (beat em up
fans) will be ok with it every one else will hate it. Mechanics and graphics are just gorgeous. You've never seen this kind of
underwater locomotion in VR for sure. Give it a try, you won't regret.
https:\/\/imgur.com\/a\/IAhLgvx. I haven't played this for along time but i remember it growing on me and really getting into the
journey.

It's probably what you would call an old skool low budget game now ,doesn't really compare very well to modern games.

But i did have fun with it at the time many moons ago.

On a sidenote it looks strangely familiar to a newer game called Return to Planet X
Though i haven't played that one ,just looked at the store page images.. This game is awesome. Plenty of content for you money.
I was worried about buying it at first, but man I'm glad I did. This is a game thats just about racing. Hop in a ride and go!!!!
Great Tracks and locations!! Graphics arn't bad either for PC. The cons are the voice overs and the music.. well the music is ok.
The main gripe I have is the camera views when driving the larger vehicles. The camera is right behind them so its hard to see in
front of you if you like driving like that. There are some cars you have to pay for which is ridiculous. As for the difficulty it can
get real hard if you put it on hard. If you play on medium don't expect to run away with the lead everytime. The AI will stay
right there on you @$$ which is a good. I've had a good time with this game so far and I can see myself getting most of the dlc
that drops for this if the price is right. ( I bought the deluxe edition when it was on sale. ). Simply the best VR multiplayer game
out so far.
I hope more ships and possibly a PVP mode will come in the future.
Please add a klingon ship :3. Excellent racing, one of the best races in this form, nice picture, convenient gameplay, good music
and sounds, convenient control! (the most important thing in such games)
I really liked it, for its price it was one of the best games in its genre.
Great race in the retro style, I advise everyone). Not bad for a free-to-play. Pretty good time killer and it doesn't seem like the
story mode takes too long.. GOOD MATH FRIEND
. Love this Local Co-Op Game.
Always get Free Pizza and fun with all my friends.
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